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The local coffee shop Joe
on the Go will close its
doors today.
“The whole point of the
business was to be a non-forprofit so that we could help
the community,” Joe on the
Go Employee and junior Sarah Bade said.
The iconic Crimson Cup
has called Upland home since
May 2016.
Bade has worked at Joe on
the Go since it opened. She
explained the value the coffee shop places on community involvement. For instance,
the coffee shop employs individuals who cannot obtain
a job elsewhere. Additionally, Joe on the Go offered free
coffee during many community events, such as the tree
lighting in the Upland Park
in December.
Despite the coffee shop’s
community impact, Joe on
the Go has experienced numerous management changes since it opened that have
both helped and hurt the coffee shop.
Also, the Joe on the Go in
Portland, Indiana moved locations. While relocating, the
Portland location could not
financially support the Upland location.
“I just feel like the dynamic
has changed, and (Joe on the
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Today is the last day for Joe on the Go in Upland.

Go is) moving in a different direction,” Bartlett said.
Upland has many coffee
shops including Joe on the
Go, The Bridge and The Jumping Bean. Since Starbucks will
be opening next fall on Taylor’s campus, manager of Joe
on the Go Abigail Bartlett explained Joe on the Go may not
be necessary to the community any longer.
Since Joe on the Go announced it will be closing on
March 31, Upland community members, Taylor students
and faculty have expressed
their disappointment.

“I think there is a community here in Upland that Joe
on the Go has been able to
connect with that is different
than some of our other establishments in town, especially
those that are kind of on the
go,” Assistant Professor of English Carie King said.
King appreciates that Joe on
the Go is quick and consistent.
She can count on Joe’s quality freshly brewed coffee daily.
Also, the coffee shop features
a drive-thru which is beneficial to the working population
in Upland.
Likewise, Joe on the Go

offers their private rooms
free of charge to community groups and students. The
space is often used by the Upland Library Board, Alcoholics
Anonymous and Bible studies.
“They were a coffee shop
with a really good mission,” senior Maddie Weeden said. “A
lot of my friends worked there.”
Weeden often walked from
Taylor to Joe on the Go to work
on homework. She and
Joe on the Go employee and
senior Hannah Davis helped
renovate Joe on the Go during
Spring of 2018.
Joe on the Go represents a
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melting pot of Taylor University and the Upland community,
Bartlett said. The coffee shop
and the people who work there
will be greatly missed once it
has closed.
Yet, Joe on the Go’s mission remains to support the
community even in their last
month of business.
“We are very excited for Upland and Starbucks coming,”
Bartlett said. “Whatever everyone else is saying, we stand
behind the community and if
they are supportive of it, then
we are too.”
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor sits in the middle of a
food desert.
A food desert is an area
with low local access to fresh
produce and foods. Unbeknownst to many local residents, Aggressively Organic
estimates that every county in Indiana struggles with
food insecurity. This includes
Taylor University’s very own
Grant County.
According to Walk Store, Indianapolis is ranked number
one as the worst city in the
U.S. for food access. Food access means at least a five-minute proximity to a grocery
store, according to Food Access Research Atlas.
“(In) this area it’s really hard
. . . they call it a food desert
because there’s nothing being grown here except for
their main agriculture farms,”
Creative Dining Associate Director and Executive Chef Nathaniel Malone said.
The fields of corn and soybeans students pass while
driving to and from Taylor are not accessible to local purchasers. The majority
goes toward industry. Only
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10 percent of Indiana corn
crops go toward human consumption; 36 percent goes to
animal feed and 26 percent toward ethanol production according to the Indiana Corn
Growers Association (ICGA).
Indiana also lacks any form
of agricultural biodiversity,
with little produce variety.
The ICGA reports that corn
and soybeans jointly make up
82 percent of the state’s agricultural exports.
If Taylor sits in the middle
of a food desert, then where

do student’s fruits, vegetables and other foodstuffs
come from?
The majority of the Dining
Service’s produce comes from
Michigan through Gordon
Food Services, the largest family-managed foodservice distribution company in North
America, according to Gordon
Food Company. Trucks carrying shipments cycle through
three times a week. Supplemental fruits and vegetables
are shipped in from Produce
Alliance twice a week.

“It is a supply and demand
problem,” Malone said. “People expect a certain variety in
their food.”
Produce is shipped in rather than locally sourced for two
reasons: students’ unrealistic
expectations of food variety
and the scarcity of accessible
local produce farms.
For example, bananas are
not currently in season nor
are they local. Yet Taylor students have access to them at
every meal.
“It would be nice if there was

more education among students on seasonality,” Malone
said. “We’ve lost a lot of what
we used to know about food . .
. We’re no longer hunter-gatherers, we consume.”
Outside of their main shipments from large food vendors Malone also reaches out
to local vendors as much as
possible. The majority of his
organic local purchases go toward catering as they are too
small for the entire student
body.
He purchases everything
Taylor’s campus garden offers, and as much fresh produce from Victory Acres as
possible. However, neither
are consistent or provide a
high enough quantity to feed
2,000 students. Malone primarily uses their produce in
Taylor’s catering meals.
“I tell them, ‘I’ll buy anything you bring me,’” Malone
said. “They once brought me
pounds of basil which I put in
our freezer to use for pesto,”
Malone previously worked
at Butler University. Closer
to Indianapolis, Malone had
a wider variety of fresh food
options thanks to recently increased initiatives like farmers markets and community
gardens there.
Malone and Assistant
FOOD continues on Page 2
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“There are quite a few ways a student can get
a ride, the most effective one is to call campus
police directly.”
Police provide rides
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Engineering department looks toward future

Department faculty
grows by 50 percent
Holly Gaskill
News Co-Editor

The perfect storm.
This is what Bill Bauson,
chair of the physics and engineering department and
assistant professor of computer science and engineering, called the events leading
up to this school year for the
engineering department.
Last spring, the engineering department mourned
the loss of former Professor
of Physics and Chair of the of
Physics and Engineering Department Scott Steckenrider.
Shortly after, two other faculty
members left the department
to pursue other opportunities.
Additionally, the department
was set to renew its Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET)
license, which would require
filing paperwork about the
status of the department.
As a four faculty department with three open positions, Bauson said this
created anxiety surrounding
the future of the department.
However, the administration
backed the department. In addition to hiring for the three
open positions, administration allotted for the department to hire two additional
faculty members.
“The thing is when we first
saw all this ‘perfect storm,’ you
know, I just realized that God
has really given us the opportunity to kind of remake the
department,” Bauson said.
Bauson, who was planning
to retire after last year, stepped
up to fill the position of chair
of the department. He filed
with ABET to postpone the
evaluation, given the circumstances, which was approved.
Over the summer and
during this school year, the
department has hired Dae
Huyn Jin as assistant professor of mechanical engineering,

Doug Oliver as a visiting associate professor of engineering,
Rebekah Miner as a visiting
instructor of engineering and
Rob Cartwright as an engineering lab manager. Jin and
Oliver have been hired as new
faculty members.
The administration is still
interviewing to fulfill two department faculty positions for
this upcoming school year,
one of which is replacing Bauson, who plans to retire after
this semester. According to
Bauson, there have been 43
applicants for the positions,
six of which who are being
considered seriously.
Bauson said the administration has been diligent to make
sure the new faculty members
are qualified, skilled and align
with Taylor’s values.
“The thing is we have to
make sure (the applicants)
have a mission fit,” Bauson
said. “We want them to be
Christians, for example . . .
and not all those who applied were.”
Currently, the engineering major holds 42 students,
which overlaps classes with
14 computer engineering
students.
To keep students informed
during this shift, major students met with professors after j-term over dinner to talk.
Bauson said this time was to
communicate with students
before the fall semester and to
give an update on the status
of hirings.
“I think it was good to clear
out rumors and actually establish what the department
is headed towards,” Caleb
Reiskytl, freshman engineering major, said. “It was a
good time for input from the
students to the teachers and
vice versa.”
Bauson also found the
meeting to be beneficial, saying he was reassured that students were receptive and had
new ideas. For example, Bauson is working on policy for
students to be able to use the
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Seniors Patrick Warren, Mikey Maloney and Alison Brecheisen are part of the eight graduating from the engineering department this spring.

department’s 3D printers, an
idea brought up by students
at the meeting.
Overall, the engineering
department has been growing. This year, eight engineering major students will
be graduating, all of whom
will have jobs after graduation. According to Bauson,
the program has also gotten
new classroom and observatory equipment.
Additionally, introducing
new faculty members has allowed more courses to become available for students.
Courses like astronomy and
renewable energy have become available to students
yearly instead of every other
year. The department will also
file its report to new ABET accreditation next year.
“The
engineering

department is going in the
right direction,” Calvin Ochs,
sophomore engineering major, said. “They’re hiring people that are good for the
department. They were in a
hole with the loss of a few people, but they’re doing a good
job getting out of it.”
As for the future of the program, Bauson is confident it
will continue to grow and succeed. Bauson said he’s proud
of the department’s strong
emphasis on theory and application, an attractive factor to the industry, as well as
the close and supportive relationship between students
and professors.
Grace Miller, dean of the
school of natural and applied
sciences, echoed Bauson’s
praise of the program. Miller said she is looking forward

to seeing engineering growth
in missions, both domestic
and international through
an engineering semester in
Ecuador.
“The administration is really wanting this department to grow,” Bauson said.
“They’ve talked about this at
the cabinet and all that too . .
. I think things are really looking up, and I hope it continues
like that.”
Still this year engineering
students will take part in a
satellite launch. In April, engineering students are planning to travel to Virginia to
be present at the launch of a
satellite they worked on. The
satellite launch will be coordinated with a balloon launch
on Taylor’s campus, and the
two items will communicate
with each other.

Bauson also said the department hopes to organize
an advisory board, which will
connect students with alumni and others in the industry.
In retirement, Bauson hopes
to be involved in this facet to
continue helping the department be competitive by industry standards.
“When we had this ‘perfect storm' of things people started wondering about
the viability of the program,
but we’ve gone through that
storm already and now things
are looking up,” Bauson said.
“We’ve got the attention of our
administration and they’re
doing things to try and help
us grow — new people, new
equipment, all those sorts of
things — and that can only
make things better.”
echo@taylor.edu

Police provide rides
Police give rides
to students in need
Caleb Amick
Contributor

Freshman Riley Legge needed a lift after she fainted
during a vaccination at the
Health Center.
Although she said she was
okay, health center staff
asked that she wait for Police

Chief Jeff Wallace to arrive.
Wallace then picked up Legge and drove her back to Olson. According to Wallace,
a good percentage of these
rides have been to and from
the health center.
Those like Legge are not
the only ones who have received a leg up from police. Students who are
injured, or who simply want
a free ride have been able

Photograph by Jazmin Tuscani

Students can find campus police at the station
headquarters in the LaRita Boren Campus Center.

FOOD continued from
Professor of Sustainable Development Phil Grabowski are
working to help small farms
like nearby Victory Acres increase production and therefore become more sustainable
sourcing partners.
“We could produce a lot
more if we wanted to (with the
Taylor garden),” Assistant Professor of Earth Environmental
Science Rob Reber said. “A lot
of it is timing. Most produce is

grown over the summer when
the students who could do the
work are on break.”
Victory Acres Farm has the
capacity to produce yearround produce, but lacks labor. Grabowski would like to
initiate more students’ interaction by including it as part
of his curriculum.
Malone is also actively looking into other local vendors as
far as Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Vice President for Finance Stephen Olson is in

to participate.
There are quite a few ways
a student can get a ride, the
most effective one is to call
campus police directly.
While walking back to her
residence hall, freshman
Mary Cuthrell had been offered a ride by a policeman
as he drove by. Though surprised by the offer, Cuthrell
accepted. Cuthrell and Legge
are just two of the hundreds
of people who the police
have given rides to.
According to Cuthrell,
this interaction changed her
view of the police positively.
“I’ve always thought of
police as being there to do
their jobs and nothing more,
I didn’t think that they wanted to interact with students,”
Cuthrell said.
Wallace, however, believes interacting with students and being intentional
with them is essential, if not
necessary, for quality law enforcement to be carried out.

Wallace and the other
officers love giving rides
an d b e in g int ention al
with students.
This intentionality, he
said, is what sets Taylor
apart. To campus police,
their job is not just a job,

but a ministry; a ministry of
safety to the campus.
Everyone knows that ministry consists of building and
fostering relationships. Fostering relationships, Wallace
said, is the job of police regardless of location.

Although Taylor’s environment tends to make it easier to do so, he said that in
order to be effective enforcers, police must be ministers
and not merely enforcers of
the law.
echo@taylor.edu

favor of local options, but
values weighing the costs
and benefits.
“I know Nathaniel is investigating local options, and I favor local food sourcing, but it
comes at a premium,” Olson
said. “We have to ask, is it
more important to shop local
or use that same money to do
something else on campus?”
Taylor University’s food
budget is seven million dollars a year. Student’s payments of $4,560 for board

for the 2018-2019 school year
make up the majority of the
budget. A student’s board payment is their meal fee.
For example, Taylor pays
Chick-fil-A royalties to have
its popular brand name franchise on campus. Additionally,
Taylor’s addition of five meal
swipes a week for all students
in the campus center created
a need for more employees to
manage the new traffic.
According to Olson, this
year approximately 30–40

percent of all student meals
are eaten at the student center compared to last year’s 15–
20 percent.
“You also need to add to the
cost every time students take
out extra food,” Olson said.
“They budget for the amount
it’s going to cost to feed each
student. Every time something happens to feed that
food cost, prices go up.”
When students go into the
Dining Commons without
scanning or take more than

the one piece of fruit, it adds
to the food plan's overall costs.
Food variety is a luxury,
not a normality. So, while
students peel their bananas,
eat their burgers or eye a salad, consider how long it took
to get to middle-of-the-cornfields Indiana.
“The mindset of the student
is going to drive the realities of
the physical,” Reber said. “We
have a social responsibility
to sustainability.”
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor police offer rides to students in need around campus.
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Writing Center builds scholarly writers
A growing academic
experience for students
Chrishauna Curry
Staff Writer

The Writing Center allows
students at Taylor to join the
scholarly conversation.
Writing Center consultations can consist of brainstorming ideas for papers,
finding sources to support
your ideas, developing outlines for papers, or annotating a reading. According to the
Writing Center mission statement, the Writing Center aims
to inspire and equip students
at all levels of proficiency to
develop effective reading and
writing skills.
Writing consultations are
useful for all academic disciplines helping and encouraging
students to grow in specific areas of their writing. Julie Moore,
director of the Writing Center
and English professor, said students that come to the Writing
Center learn more about academic discourse. According to
her, the Writing Center is where
students learn to converse and
maintain dialogue about their
scholarly writing.
Moore also said that the Writing Center helps students with
reading assignments. Some
students come to the Writing
Center seeking help for taking
notes on a reading or creating
an outline for a reading.
“The Writing Center research
clearly shows that first year students that come to the writing
center have a higher rate of retention.” Moore said. “Students
that don’t interact in the writing center have a lower rate of
retention.”
In the Writing Center, Moore
said that she looks for tutors
who have a mastery of grammar, depth of writing and insightful interpretation of
research. She also interviews
students to examine their interpersonal skills before hiring them.
The Writing Center tutors are
trained to challenge students to
be clear, logical and show critical thinking in their writing.
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Senior Whitney Martin and other Writing Center employees are available for all students looking to improve their writing skills.

“The research also shows
that students who come to
the Writing Center that come
for help on their essays do get
better grades on their essays.”
Moore said.
However, Moore said that she
encourages students to keep
coming to the Writing Center
in order to improve their writing and themselves as writers.

The writing center is not merely a place to develop a good
paper, but it is also a place to
build your skills as a writer. She
recommends building a relationship with the tutor and developing a level of vulnerability
and honesty with that tutor.
Junior Stephanie Mithika,
Writing Center employee said
that every session she had, she

learned something new. She
enjoys helping students to become more confident in their
work as writers as well as working alongside students and
helping them to become more
affirmed in their work.
Mithika said that one of her
biggest misconceptions about
the Writing Center was that
the writing center was only

for students that were “poor”
writers or students that did
not speak English as their
first language. Mithika expressed how much the Writing Center can develop and
improve writing skills no matter where someone is in their
writing career.
“No matter how good of a
writer you are, it doesn’t hurt
to come to the writing center,”
Mithika said..
According to Mithika, working alongside students in the
Writing Center has allowed
her to grow as a writer. Not
merely proofreading and editing, but also the entire writing
process becomes a lot easier
to process.
Mithika claims becoming a
Writing tutor has been a learning and growing experience.
Being a Writing Center tutor has helped her to become
more confident in her writing
as well as it has helped her to
learn more about students
and the ideas and work they
are producing.
“I didn’t realize how much
the process of teaching could
inform your own learning,”
Mithika said.
Writing Center employee sophomore Maya Laytham
spoke about the different skills
involved in being a Writing
Center tutor. Laytham said that
a lot of interpersonal and communication skills are involved
in becoming a Writing Center
tutor. She described her experience in the Writing Center as
a mini education class.
Laytham described that fact
that there is a level of humility and vulnerability that is
placed into the Writing Center
appointment. She said that as
tutors, there must have a level of humility in being honest
about the fact that they also
have room to grow in their writing. Moore said she encourages
students to come to the Writing Center.
“We are friendly. We do not
mark papers up. We don’t use
red pens,” Moore said. “We exist to come alongside them and
just be their guides.”
echo@taylor.edu
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LSU presents a vibrant Salsa Night event before Spring Break
Taylor club introduces
Latin dances to campus
Grace Hooley
Features Editor

Vibrant.
This is the word junior Ivana
Sempertegui and sophomore
Danny Magallanes, co-presidents of the Latin Student
Union (LSU), decided to use
to describe yesterday’s Salsa Night.
“We would use the word vibrant because there is a lot
of bold, bright things that we
chose to highlight with this
event that embodies our culture such as flavor of food,
brightness of colors, and energy of the music and the people,”
Magallanes said.

The event was held in the
LaRita Boren Campus Center
from 7:30–9 p.m., and it consisted of Latin music, dances
and food.
It was open to everyone and
anyone interested in joining
in a cultural dance party. The
LaRita Boren Campus Center was lively as students filed
into the cafeteria to party with
their friends.
“Our hopes are to be able to
share a little bit of our culture
with everyone else,” Magallanes
said. “A big part of our culture
is dance and we would love for
others to experience that. We
also hope to have everyone and
anyone come by, not just latinos. This event is for everyone.”
There was an instructor
named David Fennig for part of
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Students danced to Latin music while learning Latin dances.
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Sophomores Micah Hardesty and Danny Magallanes dance together during Salsa Night.

the event who was also present
at Salsa Night last year. He taught
the salsa to those who came.
The dances present last night
included the salsa, bachata,
cumbia and reggaeton.
“This instructor was also
present at salsa night last year,”

Magallanes said.
Despite the LSU leaders not
knowing the origins of the
event, they do know it has always been a lot of fun. The
leaders also said that while
they may appear exclusive,
their goal is to remove this

assumption and encourage
Taylor that they welcome anyone and everyone.
The club’s goal is to build
bridges around campus among
groups of different ethnic or
demographic backgrounds by
sharing, as well as educating

others about their culture
through different events. They
hope to have more events like
this in the future.
“Thank you for letting us
share our culture with you,” Magallanes said.
echo@taylor.edu
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Taylor students bring Christ’s love to Marion

ReaLife
volunteers recount
their experiences
Victoria Lawson
Staff Writer

Every Tuesday evening, Taylor and Indiana Wesleyan students volunteer at ReaLife, a
student-led community outreach ministry. Students meet
at the top of the Dining Commons at 4:45 p.m., eat a meal
together and then take Taylor
vans to the Boys and Girls Club
in Marion.
Junior and age group director Kayla Liggett describes
ReaLife as a place for at-risk
youth in Marion to engage
in fun activities and small
groups, develop friendships
and receive mentorship from
Taylor and IWU volunteers.
ReaLife kids also share meals
with their peers cooked on
site in the Boys and Girls Club
kitchen.
Liggett has been going to
ReaLife for three years. Volunteering with ReaLife has played
a formative role in confirming
her career choice. She now
feels like she is more confident
in her ability to manage lesson
plans, practice crowd control
and build relationships with
children even when it’s challenging, as many of the children who attend ReaLife have
backgrounds of neglect and
abuse. Liggett has learned to
meet these difficulties headon because she believes the
rewarding aspects make it all
worth it.
“You have to be prepared

Photograph provided by Deborah Settles

Junior Alex Choate serves at ReaLife ministry.

to do things like break up
fights,” Liggett said. “ You
have to be prepared to cry
with kids because their family lives in general are hurting and broken. But you also
have to be ready for the joy
that comes with watching
them make a basket or having an ‘ah-ha’ moment — you
get to be there for that.”
Liggett emphasized that the
Lord is what keeps ReaLife’s
mission afloat, and that she
feels honored to stand back
and watch as he works in the
lives of the leaders, the children and their families.
Junior and small group

leader Deborah Settles sees
some of the homes the children come from as a ReaLife
van driver, who is responsible for taking the kids to and
from the Boys and Girls club.
The children change addresses often — one child has lived
in two or three different homes
in the past year and a half, and
she mentioned living in 20 different homes in her lifetime.
She is in 4th grade.
Settles’ heart breaks for
those kids’ situations, and
when dealing with behavioral
difficulties on Tuesday nights,
Settles is fueled by her passion
to introduce the kids and their

families to Christ’s redeeming
love.
“Knowing that the kids’ actions come from a place of hurt
and instability in their lives . .
. it’s exhausting,” Settles said.
“(ReaLife is) not necessarily a place you go to get filled
up — that’s not always what
ministry is . . . it’s, ‘I’m going
to serve people and it’s going
to be hard.’ As a whole, the reward is seeing the light in them
and seeing the fruit.”
Settles has a deep compassion for at-risk youth and has
used her experiences at ReaLife to shape her career path as
she studies math education.

She has volunteered at ReaLife since her freshman year and
has served by discussing Bible
stories with kids, letting them
share about what’s happening
in their lives and helping clean
up after meals.
ReaLife reaches out to four
age groups: kindergarten and
1st grade, 2nd and 3rd grade,
4th and 5th grade and 6th
through 8th grade. Sophomore Mikayla Clementz is
co-director of ReaLife this year
alongside IWU student Chase
Grainger, and the pair organizes the lessons and activities for
these age groups.
On top of lesson

organization, Clementz leads
briefing meetings for the volunteers, helps facilitate the
activity stations, oversees the
kitchen for meal preparation,
coordinates van drivers with
eight different pickup routes,
bulk orders supplies through
the TWO office and covers disciplinary measures among
many other duties.
Clementz talks about ReaLife in classes in the education
department and shares her
heart for the ministry whenever she gets the chance. She
delights in seeing people from
all majors and both Taylor
and IWU overcoming obstacles with the kids and working together to create a safe
environment for them to grow
and thrive.
She encourages those on the
fence about ReaLife to give it a
try even though it’s a time commitment and isn’t always easy.
After a summer away from the
kids, coming back and seeing
the kids recognize her and remember her name was one of
the most rewarding aspects of
her difficult job, and she wants
others to be able to influence
those children and model Chri.
st to them.
“I’m involved in ReaLife because I have a passion to love
kids who might not necessarily know what love looks like,”
Clementz said. “They might
have an obscure definition in
their mind because of how
they’ve been treated by someone who should love them . . .
I want to love them in a way
that shows them a little piece
of God’s love.”
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor Grad-Libs:
Spring break adventure
by Alyssa Roat

Spring Break is right around the corner! As a Taylor student, I’m so excited for my
Spring Break plans, and my friends have many ______________ destinations as well.
____________________ is going to Myrtle Beach to _____________ up some rays and [VERB]
sandcastles. ____________________ is going home to _____________ her/his family. Meanwhile, some of our friends are going on mission trips to _________________ destinations like Ecuador and _________________.
As for me, I’m taking a road trip with two of my _________________ friends. We’re going to ________________ across the country to the Southwest to see the Grand Canyon.
We’ll ________________ in front of a cactus, ________________ some _______________ tacos and sleep in cheap ___________________. I’m so ________________ for our adventure!
(adjective)

(verb)

(Taylor Student)

(Taylor Student)

(verb)

(adjective)

(place)

(adjective)

(verb)

(verb)

(verb)

(plural noun)

(adjective)

(adjective)

TheWeekly
BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE
Josiah
Wieland

Madi
Turpin

Leading scorer for Men's
Soccer team.

Madi is a published author.

Junior:

Freshman:

“When worship leaders start playing for the audience and not for God, the
power of music is misused”
Croc Thoughts

Uncovering Berg spirit
A look inside
Bergwall Hall

Ellie Tiemens

thoughts
Is worship
music emotionally
manipulative?

Staff Writer

B erg i sn’ t j u st a n
athlete dorm.
Though, from the outside,
people see Bergwall Hall as a
home to the majority of student athletes — close to the
Kesler Student Activities Center
(KSAC), updated facilities with
perks like air conditioning and
a skywalk that connects it to the
Hodson Dining Commons (DC)
— but on the inside, Berg is so
much more than that.
“Berg is just different,” Natalie Jorde, the hall director of
Bergwall Hall said. “One thing
that I like about Berg and that
makes it distinct is that there
are so many different kinds of
people in Berg. So, yes, we’re
known to be the athlete building, but there are also so many
students that are really involved
in other things.”
While Berg houses many athletes, it is also home to musicians, dancers, theatre majors,
student leaders, artists and so
many more.
This eclectic group of people
spread out over four floors —
two men’s and two women’s —
is a group of people who care
deeply about the things they are
passionate about.
Many may see this and think
of Berg as having no culture due
to its multi-talented and diverse
residents. But the opposite is
true. Berg’s culture is supporting people on the floor and in
the building as they participate

croc
Drew Shriner
Staff Writer

Photograph by Bri Kinsey

Students hang out in the lobby of Berg.

in what they are passionate
about and committed to.
So though Berg may not have
an established government system and history dating back
decades like Sammy Morris
or participate in intense traditions like Olson or Wengatz, as
a community, Berg has found its
own place at Taylor.
“I’d say Berg has its own sense
of independence,” said junior Kristin Alt, a personnel assistant on
Fourth Berg, said. “We do a good
job of having our own Berg spirit.”
That Berg spirit is evident
during the various events and
traditions that Bergwall Hall
does uphold.
A favorite of these events is
Battle of Berg, a one night competition that takes place over
J-term. During this event, residents are split into two teams
— Team Evan and Team Jean
— that pay homage to Bergwall
Hall’s founders.
Throughout the night, Berg
residents from all floors and
athletic affiliation take part in
intense games of ultimate frisbee, trivia, catch phrase, musical chairs and cake decorating.
The night ends in a final game

of gold rush — a capture the
flag type game.
Other cherished events that
allow for dorm bonding are the
Fourth Berg airplane open house,
a Berg talent show, Cider House,
and a yearly tradition of dressing
up in summer outfits for dinner
during the first snow of the year.
Senior Mitchell Herrington,
a discipleship assistant on First
Berg lists his favorite floor tradition as the Berg invented game
of flatress.
And of course, all Berg residents cherish their times spent
together during middle of the
night fire alarms . . .
Overall, Berg values doing daily
life together and supporting each
other, which is something that
this residence hall does well.
“My hope and prayer for Berg
is that as the years go on, the
students there learn to value the specific dynamics that
make Berg unique,” Jorde said.
“Which I think comes a lot
from our own identity as Berg
and being proud of that, but
also honestly teaching campus
about the vawlue that different
communities have.”
echo@taylor.edu

"Time for
Vacation" Weekly
Crossword

As a natural cynic, I frequently find myself glancing
around during chapel, skeptically wondering about the
authenticity of everyone’s
worship experience.
Once, during a particularly strong bout of cynicism,
I thought, “Am I really having an encounter with the
Holy Spirit, or am I just being emotionally manipulated
by the drums?”
As I had these thoughts, I
was unable to sing praises
with my brothers and sisters.
I cannot say with certainty
where these thoughts came
from. It may simply be because corporate worship is
not my preferred mode of
connecting with God. According to the Spiritual Pathways
test (corroborated by my own
self-analysis), I am a naturalist and a contemplative
which means I connect with
God the most by being in nature or by being alone in quiet
spaces. Sensate and enthusiast — pathways more closely connected with corporate
worship — rank near the bottom on my list.
However, I do not think that
I am the only one who feels
this way.

A Taylor alum who was a
drummer for a chapel band
eventually stopped playing in
chapel because he noticed a
connection between the way
he played and the number of
hands getting raised. Were
hands being raised because
of his drumming or because
of God’s greatness?
Music is powerful, and it is
powerfully emotive. That is a
simple fact of experience. Music moves people in a way that
few other things can do. Power, of course, is often misused.
Can the power of worship music be misused?
I think it can, especially
when the music is wrongly directed.
When worship leaders start
playing for the audience and
not for God, the power of music is misused. Worship leaders are not performing for
their audience but for God.
The objective is not to give
an experience to the congregation but to offer praise,
lament or other emotions and
experiences to God.
When congregation members allow themselves to
be swept up in the music to
the detriment of their critical engagement of songs, the
power of music can be misused. What we sing in chapel
shapes our theology. Though
I have never noticed any specific doctrinal errors in songs
sung in Taylor’s chapel, it is
important that as a gathering of believers we are aware
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of the doctrine espoused in
what we sing and its potential impact on how we understand and relate to God,
such as a growing discomfort
with lament or with God’s
judgment (two topics rarely
sung about).
I do not know of any specific misuses in Taylor’s community. However, I believe this is
something important for our
community, especially those
who are actively involved in
chapel band, to be aware of
and alert to.
As a worship leader, are you
leading in a God-oriented way,
or are you focused on either
giving a certain emotional experience to others or glorifying yourself ?
As a participant, is your
emotional response during
worship a real response to
your connection with God being supported by the music, or
is it an artificial response being given to you by the music?
Only prayer, self-evaluation
and the voice of the Spirit can
answer these questions.
Once, during a particularly strong bout of cynicism, I
felt the Spirit whisper, “This is
from me.” Only then was I finally able to join my brothers
and sisters in singing praise
through tears.
echo@taylor.edu

#TaylorU’s

TOP

TWEETS
jeff cramer@ jpcramer
Hey @MchenneyDaniel does
@BarackObama follow you
like he does me? #tayloru
Daniel McHenney

@MchenneyDaniel

@jpcramer I admit, thats
impressive. I try not to
compare myself to others
though. My confidence
isn't hinged on whether
@BarackObama follows me
or not. Besides, I don't need
@BarackObama to fill up The
Echo's Top Tweets. #tayloru
Mandi Hall@ Mandi_Lea_Hall
My roommate and I just had
an argument about whether
or not Tony Stark and Pepper
Potts would name their future
daughter Paprika. I should
be working on my exegetical
paper, but this argument is
clearly much more important.
#avengers #tayloru
Anna Kate@ laughingbanAnna
My main takeaway from my
marketing major at #tayloru
is this weird habit of wanting
to contact brands to tell them
how effective their ad was for
me or let them know if there's
something actually wrong
with it
Becah@ becahschwartz
Unpopular opinion: DC
meatloaf is delicious
don’t @ me
#tayloru

Across
2. Modesty is the best
policy
6. Still binds us over
break
10. Travel in the sky
11. Build a castle or bury
your friend
13. Trade in your boots
for these
14. Pack the luggage
15. Drive around
sightseeing
Down
1. Hope for a fate different than Titanic

3. Stay hydrated
4. Where 98% of families go
5. Swim but don’t drink
7. Catch up on it
8. No room in the
9. Don’t burn to a crisp
12. Best week in March
14. Fingertip length,
please
For the answers to this
week’s crossword or suggestions for future crossowrd topics emai l
kamryn_koble@taylor.edu

Abby!@ doublejoywilson
Me: Listen brain, we have
less than a week before
break, but we have to focus
until then, got it?
My brain: NAPTIME!
BREAK! BREAK! BREAK!
HUNGRY! BREAK! LET’S
PACK RIGHT NOW FOR
BREAK! I DON’T KNOW
HOW TO READ ANYMORE!
BREAKKKKKKKK!!!!
#tayloru
Victoria Lawson

@vividlyvict0ria

Walked into the DC and
totally forgot they're having
a carnival night. Is this what
a Christian casino feels like?
A college student Chuck
E Cheese? Either way I'm
happy #tayloru
Cat Allocco@ catallocco
It’s 66°, pastels are out and
Wengatz boys are playing
Spikeball. Happy Summer,
everyone. #tayloru

A&E

“Captain Marvel” ends up falling
short of the kind of cinematography
seen among recent Marvel pictures
‘Captain Marvel’ flies faster but
not higher
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The New Respects celebrate diversity at Taylor in song
Concert is ‘What Makes
the World Go Round’
Katie Pfotzer
Staff Writer

“I’m excited,” freshman
Grace Meharg said. “I have
a feeling this is going to be a
spicy concert.”
And from the opening number to the surprise encore, it
was.
The concert consisted of
tracks sampled from The New
Respects’ debut album, “Before
the Sun Goes Down.”
The band is made up of
members Jasmine Mullen and
her cousins, Lexi, Zandy and
Darius Fitzgerald. They describe their sound is a funky
pop soul with some rock elements. Their sound shares
some similarities to acts in the
alternative scene like HAIM, Alice Merton and The Bleachers,
with some throwback vibes to
musicians like Otis Redding
and Cheap Trick.
The band demonstrated
their range and ability through
the groovy beats of “What You
Really Want” and the soulful
introspection of “What Makes
the World Go Round.”
They also delighted the
crowd with an off-book encore performance of a song
from the unreleased archives

Photograph by Natalie Baker

The New Respects perform in the Rediger chapel on Sat. March 9.

of The New Respects.
“It was eally cool talking to
(the band) afterward,” senior
Jazmin Tuscani said. “They
said that was one of the first
times that (they) had a crowd
to be this responsive and attentive to what they were trying to
sing to them. I just liked how
there were no phones out and
everybody was just singing and
they were slowly enraptured by
the songs and what they were

singing and the words.”
Audience members such as
Meharg also reported high engagement because of the excellence of the performance.
The band has experience
performing with Mullen’s
mother, Christian singer Nicole C. Mullen. They draw on
these experiences in their own
stage show, performing as seasoned professionals despite
their young age.

Shortly before the performance, the band hosted a
Q&A.
“What impressed me most
was that the family always
came first,” freshman Annelise Gonzalez said. “If there was
ever a point when the band
was getting in the way of family
they would immediately drop
the band.”
Gonzalez performed that
night as one half of the

opening act for the band
alongside her sister, senior
Abby Gonzalez.
Annelise Gonzalez was not
only impressed by what she
heard in the Q&A, but also
in her conversations with the
band when it was all over.
“After the concert, the guitar player came up to me and
said, ‘I want you to know that
you’re an amazing guitarist and very talented,’ which

was super special for me because I just saw them on stage
and they are amazing,” Gonzalez said. “Then she said,
‘Also I want to let you know
that no matter what platform
you’re on, whether it’s even at
church or doing whatever, it
is important for people to see
women of color on instruments.’ I guess that’s something I don’t want everyone to
take for granted. I don’t want
to shy away from (performing) just because I don’t feel
like it because I think there’s
a lot that I can bring to the table. I can bring confidence to
people (being) a girl on a guitar and also a person of color
on the guitar, I think I could
break some barriers.”
Other audience members
felt likewise encouraged.
Meharg expressed her eagerness for Taylor to bring
similar acts to campus.
“In addition to their musical talent, they also brought
diverse representation to the
stage which is always refreshing and encouraging,” Meharg
said. “Finally, they were such a
down to earth and personable
group that made an effort to
connect with students. Their
attitudes and personalities
made the concert experience
so much richer and personal.”
echo@taylor.edu

Envision’s awards honor student films
Festival celebrates
another year of
student creativity
Emily
Pawlowski
A&E Editor

When looking at the
greats, it can be hard to
choose the best.
But that is exactly
what judges did Friday,
March 8, as the Envision Film Festival presented awards to Taylor
filmmakers.
The biggest surprise
of the night came when
the audience choice was
announced. There was
not one, but two films
announced. “Beauty in
Affliction” and “W200”
received an identical
number of votes, so they
shared the prize.
Overall, the biggest
winners of the night

were “Gratitude” and
“Beauty in Affliction,”
which both won for
three categories.
“Gratitude” won for
best cinematography
and best picture. Senior
Brad Walker won best
actor for his role as the
main character, Wes.
“I had so much fun
filming, and I saw close
up how hard the team
worked to make this
project a success, so I
was honored to receive
the award,” Walker said.
“No actor looks good
without the insane work
that goes into the story,
dialogue, directing, cinematography, producing, etc. from the film
students. I’m always in
awe by the work that
they do.”
Besides tying for audience choice, “Beauty
in Affliction” received

Photograph by Natalie Baker

Senior Brad Walker holds the trophy he won for best actor

an award from the humanities and arts category, as well as the prize

for best nonfiction.
Other award-winning
films included “What

Remains,” which won
for sound design and
best screenwriting.
“W200” also took home
the prize for best editing. “Grow Up Sometime” won for best
music video.
There were also
two high school student-produced films
shown. “Franklyn” was
produced by a group of
students at the summer
film academy. “Words of
the Son” was the winner
of the high school category of the competition.
These films were included to encourage future filmmakers to get
involved with the Taylor Film Department.
For some, like sophomore Tim Hudson,
who wrote and directed “W200,” it was one
of the things that drew
them to Taylor.

“I submitted my film
called ‘The Digit’ to the
high school category
when I was a high school
senior, and it actually
won best picture,” said
Hudson. “I came out to
Taylor with my dad for
Envision that year.”
The other entries in
the high school division
were shown the next day
at their own screening.
Win or lose, the students appreciated the
chance to show off their
work.
“Envision Film Festival is such a testament
to the crazy amount of
talent at Taylor,” said
senior Jake Vriezelaar,
who wrote and directed “Gratitude.” “I truly believe stories can
change the world and
the students here believe that too.”
echo@taylor.edu

‘Captain Marvel’ flies faster but not higher
Marvel’s latest
release meets
mixed responses
Landon Hilst
Staff Writer

The mighty Marvel machine has unleashed a
powerful new hero into
its cinematic universe.
“Captain Marvel” arrived in theaters following
an awkward marketing
campaign. The trailers
didn’t necessarily generate the same ecstatic response that was received
by other superhero films,
and with a lead star making polarizing comments
regarding certain political agendas, Marvel’s first
foray into the female-led
superhero movie seems
to have been plagued by
bad press since the early
stages.
Actress Brie Larson
plays Carol Danvers, AKA
Captain Marvel, a noble warrior gifted with

extraordinary abilities
in manipulating cosmic
energy. This makes her
incredibly strong and durable. She is caught in a
struggle between her allegiance to the Kree Empire
and her past on Earth;
Danvers must decide
where her loyalties lie and
what kind of hero that
will shape her into. This
adventure sees her travel
the cosmos, fight alien invaders and experience the
glorious pop-culture of
1990s America. Teaming
up with a young Nick Fury
(Samuel L. Jackson), the
duo commits to stopping
an intergalactic threat
and discover the secrets
to Carol’s fractured past
along the way.
Say what you will about
the behind the scenes
drama, but it has become
clear that Marvel has another financial hit on its
hands with the super-heroine grossing an estimated $153 million in North
America.

Graphic by Liam Brettenny

It is unfortunate to
say that this movie isn’t
as good as its financial
record would indicate.
Notable independent
filmmaking duo Anna
Boden and Ryan Fleck
pulled double duty writing the screenplay and directing the film. However,
with no noticeable style
to this piece, “Captain
Marvel” ends up falling
short of the kind of cinematography seen among
recent Marvel pictures
like the Oscar winning
“Black Panther.” Additionally, much of the action is intermingled with
some odd licensed music
which amount to awkward, vanilla fight scenes.
The script doesn’t provide Larson with enough
meaningful dialogue for
her performance to really

stand out. On top of that,
Larson doesn’t bring
much to the table when it
comes to Carol Danver’s
personality aside from a
bit of sarcastic humor, an
annoying trend for many
Marvel lead characters
which leaves little variety
in performance. Larson
is an extremely talented
actress, having won the
academy award for Best
Actress for her emotional role in 2015’s “Room,”
but as the lead in “Captain Marvel,” it is clear
she didn’t bring the same
level of quality to Carol Danvers.
The real stars of this
movie come in the form
of Carol’s best friend and
fellow Air Force test pilot, Maria Rambeau
(Lashana Lynch) and
the shape-shifting alien,

Talos (Ben Mendelsohn).
Lynch effortlessly portrays a tenacity when it
comes to battle, a solemness in her past with Carol and a sweet devotion
in the scenes shared with
her on-screen daughter,
Monica (Akira Akbar).
On the other hand,
with the exception of a
few scenes, Mendelsohn
wears a synthetic green
skin and a mischievous
personality that bring the
Skrull leader to life. With
the power to change
his appearance to look
like anyone, despite being a master manipulator, Talos is surprisingly
charming. Without giving to much away, Mendelsohn gets to show off
his skills after the first
act as the plot thickens.
These two performances

just serve as reminders
of how bland Brie Larson comes across in certain scenes.
Dismissable action
scenes, a slow first act
and an uncharismatic
lead produce the biggest
problems for “Captain
Marvel,” which pull focus from the more enjoyable aspects of the
movie. This includes
Ben Mendelsohn and
Lashana Lynch’s great
performances as well as
the plot’s course correction around the second
act, leading to a better
paced and more interesting narrative. Sam Jackson’s young Nick Fury is
as good as he always is
and the greater ties to the
Marvel Cinematic Universe will leave fans of
the franchise happy. Due
to these reasons, “Captain Marvel” receives a 3
out of 5 stars. The film is
currently in theaters now
and is rated PG-13.
echo@taylor.edu

A&E
Stay Up To Date

YA Book Club
March 27 – 4 p.m.
Reade Relief Room

Senior Recital
Ty Kinter
March 31 – 3 p.m.
Butz Carruth Recital Hall

Senior Art Exhibit
Uncovered
March 29 – 7-9 p.m.
Metcalf Gallery

Airband
March 30
6-8 p.m. & 9-11 p.m.
Rediger Auditorium

OPINIONS
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Spring Break
Spring break is upon us, and
while students are anticipating the nine days of relaxation, some may question
whether nine days is enough
time for stressed college students to recharge. The Editorial Board believes so.
Laura Edwards, assistant professor of psychology, points to
the scientists from the Icahn
School of Medicine at the University of California and Harvard. Their research shows
that after six days of being
removed, genetic changes are
triggered which lessens stress,
boosts the immune system
and lowers levels of proteins
linked to dementia.
“It’s not a cure-all; it’s not a fixit,” Edwards said. “It requires
some intentionality to reap the
benefits of those six days.”
According to Drew Moser,
dean of student engagement,
the faculty themselves determine the duration of breaks,
and the entire faculty votes
on the schedule before the

“Passive rest can feel good in
the moment, but there is often very little carry over effect
from it because we haven’t
actually changed anything.
Once our “numbed out state”
passes, we land right back
where we were before taking
a break. Engaging in restful

and life-giving activities can
not only impact your nervous
system in positive ways, but it
also ‘refills your tank’ which
does have a carry over effect.”
Moser encourages students to
take this time to rest well because after break, things start
to go quickly for the rest of

Grace Hooley
Features Editor

Our View

Is nine days enough
to recharge?

In 2012, my family was invited to
go and skin deer with a group of
local men. It was apparent that
my friend had taken a chance in
inviting us when our host mentioned that he had never had a
conversation with a Taylor professor. He was clearly surprised
to find a Taylor professor skinning a deer in his barn. A few
hours later after cleaning up and
sharing some potato soup our
host casually remarked: “You
guys are not that bad, you’re welcome to come back next year”.
We felt that we had just crossed
a momentous barrier in our
wish to be welcomed into this
new culture!
Our host’s comment that he
had never spoken to a Taylor
professor, despite living in the
shadow of the university for
over 50 years really struck us.
When my wife felt led to start
The Bridge, she looked at property near Ivanhoes, but decided that our cafe would have to
be in downtown Upland. The
Bridge is named for our desire
to see the town and gown divide
diminish. We also wanted to invest in the part of town that was
struggling the most. When we

did finally launch the business
we did it with a crowdfunding
effort and it was wonderful to
see so many gifts from students
and townspeople pour in. We
had many students and alumni
help with the renovation of the
space. It was a wonderful sight:
seeing Taylor students engaged
in the downtown.
After we opened many locals who longed to see new life
springing up in the downtown
thanked us for starting the business. I haven’t “fact-checked”
this but one long standing member of the town told us that there
had been at least 18 restaurants
that had failed in Upland in the
past 25 years. We were under
no illusions that this business
would be extremely difficult.
The reality of this fact was further impressed upon us when
we heard that Joe’s is closing at
the end of the month. Business
in rural America is hard.
Taylor’s mission is one which
looks to bring change to the
world around it and it has bothered many people that the town
in which the university is based
struggles with so many challenges. Taylor is not responsible
for Upland, but it cannot ignore
the reality that Upland displays
signs of decay that should not be
consistent with having a kingdom-advancing university in
its midst. This is far more than
Upland being the “front door” of
Taylor for marketing appeal, but
rather should show the power
of the Gospel and of Gospel-led

Gabby Carlson
Co-Editor in Chief

Sam Jones
Staff Writer
Holly Gaskill
News Co-Editor

Spring Break
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Local business needs Taylor
A local business
owner speaks on
the Starbucks

Jed Barber
Opinions Editor

“‘It’s not a cure-all; it’s not a fix-it,” Edwards
said. “It requires some intentionality to reap
the benefits of those six days.’”

year begins.
Moser believes that the time
needed for rest varies from
student to student, but in
his opinion, one day for every week of school is more
than enough.
“I think it’s long enough to get
home and relax,” Moser said.
“It’s also long enough to travel somewhere. I like that it’s a
week off because it’s a break
from the routine of every day
of someone’s weekly schedule.”
Edwards also believes that
while the nine days allotted to students is more than
enough, it only affects students in a positive way if they
are doing healthy, restful activities and breaking their bad
busy habits.
Caroline Poland, director of
the counseling center, agrees
as well, but she makes the distinction between passive rest
and life-giving activities.
“There is a difference between
passive rest (i.e. Netflix, youtube, scrolling on Instagram),
which has a numbing effect,
and actively choosing to engage in restful or life-giving activities,” Poland said.

Photograph by Jerusha Lindsay

Seniors Kristen and Nick van Gilse enjoy coffee in the local Bridge Café.

people. I am very grateful that
President Haines has invested significant time and energy
into Upland’s renewal, having
a vision for beautifying and uplifting the town which goes beyond previous administrations.
But business in rural America is
hard. Taylor will often be faced
with choices to welcome in national corporations, like Starbucks, which have ethical and
moral implications. National
chains come with large financial
backing, but they offer the same
old, same old. I love President
Haines’ vision for a town with
character, for Taylor investing
in entrepreneurship opportunities for students, ultimately for
a vision in which Taylor leverages its people and power for
the improvement of the town,
the semester.
While Edwards hopes students enjoy the break, she
would push them even further
and have them break the bad
resting habits they have in
place and replace them with
a healthier lifestyle altogether.
“God wired us differently,”

in partnership with the town.
This is why Starbucks was such
a surprise to us. It didn’t seem
to match the vision for Upland,
nor did bringing in competition
for local businesses seem to support the desire for a local, character-filled town.
Of course the administration
is responsible for the business
of the university, and clearly this
deal of a new bookstore and a
Starbucks made sense to our
leadership, but I do hope that
in the future we will see student
feedback for further buildings at
Taylor, information being openly
shared with local business owners and Taylor being imaginative
in how it encourages its many
constituents to engage with local businesses.
echo@taylor.edu
Edwards said. “If we can gear
our spiritual disciplines to
how God made us, that can
bring life. I think if we can actively plan and begin a time of
sacred rhythm . . . maybe we
can incorporate the sabbath
into every day.”
echo@taylor.edu

TROJAN NATION

“I didn’t even really sense any nerves in our
team. Everyone was just so excited to play
the next day.”
Men’s lacrosse: building a culture

TheEchoNews.com
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Women’s basketball ends record season
Taylor falls to number
one seeded team
in Elite Eight
Clay Sidenbender
Staff Writer

The women’s basketball
team finished a school record 30–5 season in the
NAIA National Tournament
Quarterfinals. They lost to
Dakota Wesleyan University (DWU), the defending
NAIA National Champions
75–62.
The loss to DWU March
9 snapped Taylor University’s 22-game winning streak.
The game was also their
first quarterfinal appearance since losing to Cedarville University March 10,
2007.
“I didn’t even really sense
any nerves in our team,” junior Abby Buchs said of
the mindset going into the
quarterfinals. “Everyone
was just so excited to play
the next day.”
Taylor had just won
their first two tournament
games and the Crossroads
League Championship.
Their win over Marion University was the program’s
first CL Championship title since 1998.
After winning the CL
Championship, they had

one week to prepare for
Bellevue University (BU).
The time off gave coach
Jody Martinez enough time
to prepare a good strategy.
“We knew once we got
them off the starters and
they had to start subbing,
we knew conditioning was
going to be a factor and
that our style of play was
going to hurt them,” Martinez said.
Senior Aubrey Wright
said having experience
from last year’s tournament
helped them beat BU. Taylor
was beating them by such
a large margin that every
Taylor player scored a point.
They won 85–48.
Martinez said he had
about 12 hours to prepare for the next game.
Their Sweet Sixteen opponent, Corban University,
played with a more physical approach.
“My concern was . . . that
(Corban was) a much
more physical team,” Martinez said. “And, we’re not
a physical team. We’re a finesse team.”
The first half of the
Sweet Sixteen game was a
low-scoring affair. Corban
led Taylor 29–28. Martinez
said the halftime break
gave his team a chance to
make minor adjustments.
Corban junior forward

Jordan Woodvine, a Division I transfer from Boise
State University, gave Taylor
trouble. She had 20 points
and 4 assists in the game.
“She was tough,” Martinez said. “She was probably one of the most athletic
kids we faced that go inside-outside, but our pressure wore her out.”
Martinez said Woodvine
missed her last 10 shots.
Wright attributed Taylor’s
free-throw shooting as a
reason they pulled away.
Taylor made 29 of 32 free
throws in the game.
Photograph provided by Taylor University
Taylor held on to beat
Sophomore
guard
Lauren
James
looks
to
pass
during
the
team’s
win
over
Corban University.
Corban 76–68. Wright and
Buchs noted the team’s confidence going into the Elite Martinez’s main empha- With seven minutes to She said many of their
Eight game against DWU. sis for his team was to go in the fourth, Taylor cut goals had been reached
“As the seniors were shut down DWU’s two the lead to 10 points. Mar- despite missing the nationtalking in our room, the main scorers.
tinez said DWU had two of- al championship.
night before, we were like, Martinez said their game fensive rebounds that hurt Martinez said he told his
‘Let’s do this. Let’s win this plan worked during the his team.
three seniors to remember
next game. Let’s get farther game, but DWU’s support- “We’re tired,” Martinez one word: compete. He also
than we got last year and ing players stepped up.
said of his thoughts after expressed love for his team
keep going,’” Wright said. “We just dug ourselves a the offensive rebounds. “I in his past two seasons
“Because our mindset this big hole,” Martinez said. “I just felt like we were run- coaching at Taylor.
whole tournament was like, felt like if we could have ning out of gas quick, but “I told the girls too after‘Yeah, we have a chance at hit a few open layups or an then I always try, as a coach, wards, ‘I’ve been coaching
winning this whole thing, open three, the momentum the best I can to have the 28 years and I don’t love all
but we have to take one would have shifted, but we seniors on the court to fin- my teams . . . I can honestly
kept missing and then, that ish their career.”
say I love them.’” Martinez
game at a time.’”
impacted
our
defense.
”
They practiced at 11 a.m.
But instead of feeling said. “(Not) just because
DWU
outscored
Taylor
the day of the game. Taysad over losing, Wright they believed in each oth25–4
in
the
first
quarter.
lor made shots and refelt emotional knowing er, but they believed in the
Taylor
slowly
cut
the
lead
viewed the offensive plays
her Taylor career was over. culture. I’ll go to battle for
throughout
the
game,
but
they would use against
She expressed pride in her them any day.”
they
did
not
catch
up.
echo@taylor.edu
DWU’s switching defense.
team’s success this season.

Men’s lacrosse: building a culture
The men’s lacrosse
team hopes to build
on successful start

confidence,” Bowser said,
“to get our guys believing
that they can compete at
this level. Those are big
things for our program.”
Jacob Kittipol
Given the program’s
past struggles of contendStaff Writer
ing for resources and supAfter 18 years of compet- port, the team now finds
itive club play, lacrosse is itself in unchartered terrinow a recognized varsity tory. When the team still
sport at Taylor University. held club status, it was
Although the road to recog- the students who often
nition wasn’t easy, the Tro- had to step up to leaderjans are now ready to break ship roles including fundnew ground with the sport. raising, training and being
“It was hard sometimes able to schedule games
to find fields,” Head Coach against different schools.
Brad Bowser said, “ But Those responsibilities now
now, these guys are so ex- fall on the coaching staff,
cited to see this as a varsi- leaving the players with
ty sport. It’s a good legacy more room to focus solething for us.”
ly on the sport.
The men’s team official- “We’re building culture,”
ly began the season with a Bowser said, “We’re try26-1 victory over Linden- ing to develop a team and
wood University and 16-11 those things don’t come
win over Clarke University without defeats or strugat home, wins that would gles‒ that’s what makes a
help bring the team to- good team.”
gether. With a schedule The theme of trying
that has the team play- to build a good identity
ing the Saturday after and culture of the team
the start of spring break is something the players
and another game the fol- are eagerly looking forlowing Saturday, a strong ward to.
start makes for a promis- “Right now it’s the next
ing future.
man up,” sophomore Grant
“ It j u st h e l p s t h e Gerig said, “We don’t want

Scoreboard

BASEBALL
3/16 Grace College 1 p.m.
3/16 Grace College 3 p.m.
3/19 UC Clermont 3 p.m.
3/19 UC Clermont 5 p.m.
3/22 MVNU (A) 4 p.m.

MEN’S GOLF
3/22 Clash at Crosswinds (A) 9 a.m.

MEN’S TRACK AND FIELD
3/22 Emory Invite (A) 3 p.m.

Photograph provided by Taylor University

Senior Josiah Peterson and freshman Ian McClain celebrate a goal in the team’s win over Clarke University.

to be looking too far into
the future, and neglecting
what we’re on right now.”
Currently, the men’s lacrosse team consists of
those who have played
the sport for years and
seasoned college athletes who may be new
to the sport. Ex-football
player and senior Jeff
Kaczmarek is a midfielder and finds the sport fun
yet challenging.
“You’d think it’d be a little similar (to football),”
Kaczmarek said, “But
it’s totally different. The

conditioning is a lot more
just running, constantly.
Holding the ball in the stick
and all the stick skills‒ it’s
almost comparable to hitting a fastball in baseball, it
just takes a lot of practice
at a sport like this.”
With the new addition
of lacrosse, it’s given
players like Kaczmarek,
along with four other
form er fo otb al l pl ayers the task of learning a several new skills
while retaining and refining their athletic gifts
from their previous sport.

SOFTBALL
3/16 Spring Arbor 1 p.m.
3/16 Spring Arbor 3 p.m.
3/18 Goshen College 4 p.m.
3/18 Goshen College 6 p.m.
3/21 Indiana Tech (A) 3 p.m.
3/21 Indiana Tech (A) 5 p.m.
3/22 IWU (A) 4 p.m.
3/22 IWU (A) 6 p.m.

However for those familiar
with lacrosse, the opportunity is welcomed with
opened arms.
“I’ve been playing lacrosse
for eight years,”Gerig said,
“It’s been really cool to be
able to set the foundation WOMEN’S GOLF
for the program. Our As- 3/22 Clash at Crosswinds (A) 9 a.m.
sistant Coach Chey West
was my high school coach, WOMEN’S TRACK AND FIELD
and seeing how much 3/22 Emory Invite (A) 3 p.m.
work he put into it being
a player and now being
able to coach, I’ve been
really happy to be a part
of it.”
echo@taylor.edu

Kendall Bradbury

Josiah Peterson
LACROSSE

BASKETBALL

Results
from T aylor
Athletics

Baseball
3/8 Huntington University

L 7-6

3/11 Huntington University

L 2-0

3/11 Huntington University

W 5-1

3/12 Manchester

W 4-3

Men’s Tennis
3/9 Ball State

L 9-0

3/9 Ball State

L 9-0

Men’s Lacrosse
3/9 Clarke University

W 16-11

Women’s Basketball
3/8 Corban University

W 76-68

3/9 Dakota Wesleyan

L 75-62

Athletes
Senior
Highlands Ranch, CO
Exercise Science
Forward
Jamie Netzley
Pasta and Chicken

of the

Week

Year
Hometown
Major
Position

Senior
Bowie, MD
Christian Ministries
A/M

Funniest Teammate

Mongo

Favorite Pregame Meal

PB & J

Photographs by Brad Timmerman

